
COLOR RELEASE FORM

Thank you for choosing Licensed Independent stylist Victoria Laessig for your hair color services.
Stylists must be educated and licensed to perform services behind the chair in a registered salon in the state of MI.

Services are performed with professional grade brands that should only be purchased by a professional (Redken, Pravana..ect)

I. VIVIDS/SEMI-PERMANENT  COLOR SERVICES

A. I understand that vivid colors often require lighteners such as (color remover & “bleach”) that may cause damage to my hair.

B. I understand that vivid colors and semi-permanent toners may fade within the first few weeks and result in less vibrant hues or
increased brassiness. I acknowledge that this does not constitute a reason for a refund.

C. I understand that fading is greatly reduced by using the color-safe shampoos, conditioners AND heat protectants recommended
by my stylist.

II. PERMANENT, CREATIVE, AND CORRECTIVE COLOR SERVICES

A. I understand that I am responsible for disclosing any and all previous color and chemical services. This includes box dyes,
permanent waves, smoothing treatments, henna, “Sun In”, “Splat”..ect and may affect my desired color results.

B. I understand that existing damage hormones, water quality, environmental factors and/or certain medication may also affect how
my hair lifts or absorbs color, and that color results are never guaranteed.

C. I understand that the number of required salon visits cannot always be determined prior to the start of a corrective color service,
and that in order to maintain the healthy integrity of my hair, it may be necessary to schedule additional visits to allow my hair to
recover between lightening sessions.

D. I understand that my stylist is experienced in combining coloring and blonding techniques and that maintaining the healthy integrity
of my hair will always take priority over shade and tone. I understand that my stylist is happy to address any reasonable concerns
regarding my color results, but that refunds are never provided for any color service.

III. PRICING/CONSENT

A. I understand that service prices are determined by the amount of product used and the amount of time invested by my service
provider, and that these factors cannot always be determined prior to the start of a new color service.

B. I understand that in certain situations, my stylist reserves the right to have my color fixed to desired goal; I understand this may
require time to schedule appointments that work for both stylist and client, require several visits and does not constitute reason for
a refund. Any mishaps the stylist is not responsible for will result in a charge of service.

C. I require a parent or guardian signature for all color services on guests under the age of 18.

D. I agree with the estimate for today's color service (with additional services) to be  _________________________

By signing this Color Release Form, I read and agree to the content above.

Guest Signature ________________________________________             Date:_______________________


